CONTINUING ITEMS

- April Minutes: approval tabled until next time
- CIC:
  - dual-links approved
  - $30k for individual buildings or research requests
  - Still some trouble with life and safety IP versus academic traffic in building switch(s) configuration (two switches separating traffic or one switch which implies an issue about building switch ownership). NOC taking more ownership of network – philosophical issue. Target policy and way network should work? Unclear expectations about where we are going – PBX vs. IP Telephony vs. Cell phones. How can 99.999% uptime be guaranteed under structure being implemented where life and safety on same network as academic traffic?
- Purchasing Committee in silent phase. RFP being drafted. Desktops and Laptops.
- Data Center: Set policies on how units are involved. Price sheet for various options. Tech solution, policy, and business model. Pilot to begin July 1. December should be able to look at demand, and phase II pilot. Full roll out July 1, 2012?

NEW NEWS

- Scott Baily recommendation – Interim Director of ACNS – remove interim? Send your feedback on.
- RamTech discussion – nothing new
- CITAC members re-elected Ed Peyronnin to continue as Chair.
- Vet Med has new CIO incoming in fall. Larry and Mark both have title changes.
- Phone RFP under way.

Engineering is hosting July – Engines Lab.